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Due to their stability and solubility, poly(3-alkylthiophene~)~ 
have been the focus of a large number of physical studies aimed 
at understanding the chemistry and physics of conducting organic 
polymers2 However, correlating the material's electronic and 
macromolecular structure to the observed electrical and optical 
properties have been difficult due to the lack of structural integrity 
of the materials under investigation. In particular, physical studies 
are performed on polymers containing a number of structural 
types and defects, which can lead to difficulties in data inter- 
pretation and erroneous conclusions. The major problem is that 
the theories used to explain electrical and optical properties often 
are based on a single structural type and the measurements are 
made on structural mixtures. 

We have recently prepared poly(3-alkylthiophenes) (PATs) 
containing virtually one structural type3 (*98% head-to-tail (HT) 
couplings). Herein we present, for the first time, physical property 
data that clearly show the structure-property relationships in 
this class of materials. We find that these HT poly(3-alkyl- 
thiophenes) undergo solid-state macromolecular self-assembly 
and give self-oriented structures, as determined by X-ray 
'diffraction studies. In addition, we find, contrary toother studies: 
that PATs with longer alkyl side chains (e.g., Ct2H2s) produce 
the structures with the most desirableelectronic, electrochemical, 
and optical properties and induce the formation of planar main- 
chain structures. The HT poly(3-dodecylthiophene) (PDDT) 
exhibits reversible electrochemistry, is the most highly electrically 
conductive, and has the greatest effective conjugation length, 
following by HT poly(3-octylthiophene) (POT), HT poly(3- 
hexylthiophene) (PHT), and HT poly(3-butylthiophene) (PBT). 

The HT poly(3-alkylthiophenes) used in this physical property 
study were prepared by a new synthetic method developed in our 
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of a cast head-to-tail poly(3- 
hexylthiophene), on a 70-pm coverslip, from scans of intensity of vs 28. 
Inset: X-ray film data taken at a 90° angle of incidence to the coverslip. 
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lab, in which 2-bromo-5-( bromomagnesio)-3-alkyl t hiophene is 
polymerized with catalytic amounts of Ni(dppp)CI,; leading to 
=98% HT couplings.3 It is interesting to note that HT-coupled 
PHT can also be obtained by the self-coupling of a mixture 
containing 90% of 2-bromo-5-(bromozincio)-3-hexylthiophene 
and Ni(dppe)Cl2,5 making the method rather general. Simple 
air evaporation of filtered 2-591 xylene solutions of PATs onto 
70-pm glass coverslips surprisingly leads to very highly oriented 
structures, as determined by film X-ray studies. Both X-ray film 
data, at a 5O angle of incidence to the coverslip surface, and scans 
of intensity vs 28 (Figure 1)6 show strong intensity in three small- 
angle reflections, which correspond to a well-ordered lamellar 
structure with an interlayer spacing, in the case of PHT, of 16.0 
f 0.2 A (Figure 2). A narrow (0.1-A half-width), single wide- 
angle reflection is observed at a 90° angle of incidence to the 
coverslip (Figure 1, inset), corresponding to 3.8 1 f 0.02 A, which 
represents the stacking distance of the thiophene rings between 
two polymer chains (Figure 2). The minimum energy structure 
for a HT 3-hexylthiophene tetramer can be calculated using 
molecular mechanics7 and is shown in Figure 2. The molecule 
has been arranged in Figure 2 to fit the X-ray data. These 
structures mirror those presented in the elegant work of Winokur 
and co-workers on stretch-oriented PATS.* However, an im- 
portant point is that in all other PAT samples examined to date, 
the wide-angle peak is quite Our observation of a very 
narrow width in the wide-angle region indicates that along the 
polymer chain conformational order gives rise to virtually a single 
stacking distance and not a distribution of stacking distances. 
The narrow widths of all these dominant X-ray features indicate 
self-oriented, highly ordered crystalline domains in PHT.l0 It 
appears, however, that the samples are disordered from domain 
to domain, which gives rise to the wide-angle ring found in the 
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Figure2. Calculated structure for a H T  3-hexylthiophene tetramer using 
molecular mechanics. These globally minimized tetramers have been 
'docked" in an idealized manner to fit the X-ray structural parameters 
from PHT thin films. (a) Intermolecular 7 stacking between thiophene 
rings inferred from 90' X-ray pattern of HT-PHT film. (b) Lamellar 
stacking inferred from X-ray scans of intensity vs 28 data. 
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Figure 3. Electrical conductivity and electrochemical and optical 
absorption data on thin films of H T  poly(3-alkylthiophenes). 

90° picture (Figure 1 , inset). In striking contrast, PHT prepared 
from FeC13 (work in other labsand OU~S)*.~J I shows much weaker 
intensity reflections in the small-angle region, with a d spacing 
of 17.3 f 0.5 A and a very broad amorphous halo centered at 3.8 
A. These results indicate an unprecedented structural order for 
our PATs, indicating that the self-order is induced by the 
regiochemical perfection derived from the synthetic method used 
to prepare these samples. 

Cast films of 7-12 pm, upon exposure to 12 vapor, lead to 
maximum electrical conductivities of lo00 S cm-l for PDDT, 
200 S cm-I for POT, and 150 S cm-1 for PHT as measured in 
air (Figure 3). Thin films of PATs prepared from the FeCIj 
method show maximum conductivities of between 20 and 0.1 S 
cm-I. While the absolutevalues of the electrical conductivity are 
important, it is most critical to examine the relative values of thin 
films of similar thicknesses, history, and morphology.I* We have 
found roughly the same conductivity in PATs prepared from 
FeC13, whereas there is a clear trend in theelectrical conductivity 
in HT PATs, decreasing in the series PDDT > POT > PHT 
(>PBT).13 Optical data show that the A,,, is at the highest 
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wavelength for PDDT thin films, with the wavelength decreasing 
uniformly from POT to PHT (to PBT)I3 (Figure 3). These results 
can be interpreted by considering that PDDT has more extensive 
along the chain overlap and a larger number of highly conjugative 
domains relative to POT, PHT, and PBT. 

The electrochemical properties of these self-oriented HT PATs 
exhibit similar trends (Figure 3). Cyclic voltammetry on thin- 
film samples of HT PDDT exhibited two reversible oxidation 
potentials of AElp( 1) = 0.65 V and AE1/2(2) = 0.99 V (vs SCE); 
HT POT exhibited peaks at E, ( l )  = 0.8 V and E,(2) = 1.07 
V, and HT PHT exhibited a broad oxidation wave which peaked 
at E, = 1.08 V. These results are in contrast to PATs prepared 
by other methods.I4 We find that HT PDDT exhibits the lowest 
oxidation potential in thealkyl series, followed by POTand PHT.lS 
It is expected as the adjacent thiophene rings move toward 
coplanarity that the increase in molecular orbital overlap will 
help to stabilize both polaronic (radical cationic) and bipolaronic 
(dicationic) states, thus lowering the oxidation potentials.I6 

Experimental demonstration of structure-property relation- 
ships is of critical importance to the engineering design of organic 
materials,I7 which include conducting polymers with highly 
desirable electronic and photonic properties. It remains to seen 
if the use of side-chain-induced self-orientation can be used in 
order conducting polymers, such as alkylated polyanilines, poly- 
@-phenylenes), and polypyrroles with well-defined structures. 
However, it is clear that in structurally well-defined poly(3- 
alkylthiophenes), side chains play a heavy role in controlling the 
local and three-dimensional structure and hence the resultant 
physical properties. 
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( I  2) All HT PAT and PAT from FeCIj thin-film samples are treated 
identically. All thin-film thicknesses were measured and film morphologies 
examined by SEM. It is also important to note that in the ultrathin-film 
regime, PATs have been shown to exhibit very highly ordered structures. 
These elegant studiesshow ultrathin films alsoexhibit increasing morphological 
disorder as the thickness increases from 6 (A,.,, = 552 nm) to 190 nm (A,,,.,, 
= 5 IO nm). See: Yassar, A.; Roncali, J.; Gamier, F. Macromolecules 1989, 
22. 804. In this present study, we are working in the 'thick-film" regime 
relative to the aforementioned ultrathin-film work. 
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